Using chemical reaction network theory to discard a kinetic mechanism hypothesis.
Feinberg's chemical reaction network theory (CRNT) connects the structure of a biochemical reaction network to qualitative properties of the corresponding system of ordinary differential equations. No information about parameter values is needed. As such, it seems to be well suited for application in systems biology, where parameter uncertainty is predominant. However, its application in this area is rare. To demonstrate the potential benefits from its application, different reaction networks representing a single layer of the well-studied mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade are analysed. Recent results from Markevich et al. (2004) show that, unexpectedly, multilayered protein kinase cascades can exhibit multistationarity, even on a single cascade level. Using CRNT, we show that their assumption of a distributive mechanism for double phosphorylation and dephosphorylation is crucial for multistationarity on the single cascade level.